ExteCon
DuBois, a leader in sustainable technology, and a long time supplier
to the processed food industry is pleased to introduce the next
generation in open plant cleaning technology: ExteCon™. ExteCon
stands for “extended contact” foam cleaning. ExteCon is designed with
proprietary chemistry and well known and accepted building blocks
of the cleaning industry to provide a revolutionary way to clean
better, with less water, less chemical and in less time.
ExteCon products utilize a novel chemistry to allow them to be easily
applied to any horizontal or vertical surface, even overhead areas. The
product is applied through standard foaming equipment just like the
old cleaners you are using today. The difference occurs when ExteCon
hits the soiled surface. ExteCon goes on in a lower volume, semi
flat style of foam versus conventional foams. The chemistry utilized
allows ExteCon to stay in place for 10, 15 even 20 minutes without
breaking and sliding down the soiled surface, but will not dry out like
all foams left on a surface too long. But it’s not a gel! It’s not a thin film
application either!
ExteCon is a unique technology that allows the foam to stabilize when applied with the right amount of air
and water mixture through any foam application system. Because it stays where you apply it, and doesn’t dry
out, you can foam much larger areas at a time before going to a rinse. Because ExteCon is very visible, there’s
little chance of overlap or double foaming of a given area even if you have a large surface to foam that might
take 20 minutes! And when you do rinse, the foam breaks rapidly into a flat mat that is easily washed to drain
with half the rinse and chase water required of other foams.

Initial ExteCon application.

ExteCon at 15 minutes.

Easily rinsed ExteCon saves time.

ExteCon breaks flat and rinses freely to drain saving
water and time.

ExteCon
If time is money, ExteCon is the answer. In the time
it takes to apply and rinse typical foams from soiled
surfaces over a 25 minute cleaning period, ExteCon can
clean up to 4 times the surface area and consume far
less rinse and chase water in the process!
Because ExteCon maintains contact for such an
extended time, the chances of getting those tough
to clean areas, and crack and crevices really clean is
enhanced. DuBois has formulated ExteCon in two
versions, ExteCon GP, for stainless steel surfaces, and
ExteCon SMS for use with soft metals like aluminum.
Both products deliver the sustained performance you
have come to expect of DuBois, and at a price that is
comparable in use-cost to any foam products on the
market.
Without increasing your unit cost you get:
• Labor savings
• Downtime savings
• Water savings
• Chemical savings
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Let DuBois show how to put ExteCon to work in your facility. We can show you how it works without
tying up any of your cleaning equipment, air, or power! Ask for the ExteCon demo today!
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